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Library Receives Two $300 Grants

Announcement of two grants to the College of Wooster library has been made by Gladys Nasbitt, librarian. One of the $300 grants was made by United States Steel Foundation and the other, also $300, by Reynolds Foundation. The grants came through the Association of College and Research Libraries.

The U. S. Steel Foundation grant comes through the Association for Libraries Committee on Foundation Grants. Applications were received from nearly 300 institutions and only 76 college libraries were awarded grants in equal amount although 201 had applied. Wooster is the only Ohio college to receive a grant.

Woman Republican Leader To Speak To GOP Club

College of Wooster and Wayne County Republican Republicans will join in a Lin- coln Day Dinner meeting at the Wooster Hotel, February 19. Mrs. Molly Clieber, national committeewoman, will address the activities for the Republican National organization.

Mrs. Clieber, will be meeting with political science classes that will be the guest of honor at an open re- ception following the evening program. The reception will be sponsored by the political science honorary.

Young GOP's Biggest Lincoln Day Dinner is Annual Young Voters of the Republican club's largest of the year. Special features of the evening will be former attorney general of Ohio William Henry Brown and Congressman Walter Judson of Minne- apolis.

Mrs. Clieber tours the country speaking at Republicans' club and coordinating activities. The dinner will be free to all interested students. A list will be posted outside the political science faculty office for interested dormitory and claiming dormitory dormitory student will be.

Tumbler's Borrow Hoopsters Spotlight

As half-time amusement at the Mt. Union basketball game, February 7, the Scott Tumblers will perform a three-show act. This act is now with the Chico Cohn troupe which will arrive in Wooster shortly. Members of this troupe will be Jerry Col- lin, Dave Spencer, Linda and Chris Day as the performers in the show. The ent- rance group will take part in the tumbling act.

Dave and Jerry will perform in the second act on parallel- bars. The final act will feature Dave and Jerry in a per- formance act.

Lighting equipment will be managed by Brian Wostrow, Mark Hightower and Peggy Reed. Those who will move tumbling equipment include Jim Day, Jim Mc- Girt, Cory Porter, and Brian Wostrow.

Mrs. Clieber

McVorie

Esoo, Gulf Oil, DuPont Give Funds To Stimulate Science, Engineering

The college has received a total of $7,500 in grants from Esoo, Gulf Oil Corporation and DuPont in recent weeks.

Under the program of direct grants to independent colleges was a grant of $500 by Gulf Oil Corporation. This is an annual current expenditure for the Gulf Oil Corporation to aid their educational program.

From the Eastern Education Foundation a sum of $3,000 has been given to the college to aid the teaching of science and engi- neering. This is a part of a three-year $12,000 grant in honor of the 629th anniversary of of Ohio in New Jersey. This program total $1,500,000 in all and will benefit science departments.

$4000 from DuPont

A total of $4,000 was received from DuPont for the college by a sum of $2,500 to strengthen other de- partments important to the edu- cation of scientists and engi- neers. This grant has been made annually since 1955. In addition to this DuPont has added a special scholarship program for the students of science and mathematics in 1959.

President Lowry expressed the pleasure that this was the first grant from DuPont. Much has been given us the greatest pos- sibility in engineering and science. In an effort to maintain and improve the standard of our scientific work.

Advisory Service Offers Wide Travel Possibilities

Stops and stacks of travel folders are in Bobcock and Phillip motor traveler who that the fire inspector say is. This is the result of a travel advisory service. Set up by the Student Senate, this service is to provide complete travel information, the value of an experienced traveler, for students planning to spend a summer abroad.

This year Joan Becker has been appointed as the Senate travel advisor. Joan, from the two summers of travel study, has gained a broad knowledge of the possibilities in student travel. This expansion explains why there are no travel folders in her Bobcock office.

Student Ships

Those planning to travel independently this summer will want to obtain information, immediately, concerning passage. Student ships near foreign countries feature an educational program which supplements the usual shipboard gatherings and truly presents for our European travel.

The most valuable part of the program is the instruction in how to avoid making enemies in the countries in which we travel. Students are taught the importance of the laws of the countries, and how to deal properly with the people. This is a course in personal travel and the manner of a man when he meets a stranger, while someone speaks his own language.

General Tours

Students who plan to travel with a tour group, will want to obtain a tour guide. A guided motor tour might be the choice of thos who want to see the "real thing" in Europe, or who are weak in languages. The tours are available in many countries visited and in the length of time spent in Europe. Prices start at $75.

A bicycle tour might appeal to the handy, athletic type. Bicy- clists hours are even less expen- sive than motorcoach tours, and they provide a good view of rural life along the lesser-traveled roads.

Students traveling in auto- mobiles can also see the out-of- the-way places. Whether one wants to rent a car for the sum- mer, or to buy a car, there are numerous plans from which to select, and the things to be seen on the road are, of course, right down the left-hand side of the English road, just for variety's sake.

College Credit Tours

Anyone wanting to collect college credits for his travel ex- periences would choose a program offered by a college or university. For example, Wooster is offering three credits for a 10-week tour which Miss Gullette will conduct. Her particular tour combines the advantages of traveling throughout Europe plus the benefit of studying in Paris for three weeks. Comparably more students are offered to students interested in the German or Spanish language.

Interests in other than lan- guage can also be pursued. A festival tour would assure the tourist enthusiast of having a good time.
Mickey Mouse Courses

The teaching profession is allegedly crying for support, the plan being to send an army of trained men to instruct. But students are penalized for entering the field. Widespread volume of books on education, yet students are not permitted to read them. Many years of an ordinary life, spread thin in a dozen courses. "Mickey Mouse College: Why It Strengthens American Education?" published in Atlantic Monthly.

Modern educators have a tight grip on the teaching vocation. The American educational establishment has been labeled as the "certification rocket." We like the comparison made in a Tarbell article. We want the training requirements established by State Education Boards and the rigid regulations which accompany them. We want those lines which point color on wood and which can paint on iron.

Experience and ability are disregarded if education requirement exists. There is a sound educational value to previous education. Education, a public school system today are not qualified to teach it. It is due to irresponsible knowledge of volume and methods of teaching. We cannot that you cannot teach someone to how.

But even if it were possible, the education courses offered at wooly, and are markedly different in purpose and in the number of courses.

Even the courses in "methods" do not supply basic concrete principles but assume that the student has had a year of training. This training in "methods" is not in a class that students could deal with disciplinary problems, and grading techniques. The student is given a vocabulary of education.

A course is taught in which is taught spread thinly over 11 credit hours could be taught effectively in one course three credit hours.

In the field of education—courses to eliminate this, instructors from the field—a good. But do the education courses on the job. I will be small accomplish to a small degree. We don't think so.

N. J. M.

Hell Week Is Changing

Another Hell Week is over. The result, as usual, are a near-Canal area, disembowel, three sports, three, a bountiful pledge. On the positive side, many pledges and at least one other and a pledge unity may have been accomplished. Some pledges perhaps have a feeling of moral and physical achievement. Feelings of brotherhood have been obtained.

In four years the initiation period has declined in time. Traditionally, it took nine days to have Hell Week. This is the main reason the national fraternity has changed this date. The closing initiation ceremonies. In fact, this was the main reason the national fraternity has changed this date. The closing initiation ceremonies, in fact, this was the main reason the national fraternity has changed this date.

Most national fraternities are steering away from physical punishment. But physical punishment is not the only reason for the change. The reason is the spirit of the purpose and initiation. A Kent State dean writes, "If we are to establish a university that will provide an educational contribution to the life and work of the campus, then we must make their action contribute to their function as men making groups. If what you wish to do is to encourage the creative abilities in our best minds, then a pledge training program needs to be developed which will concentrate upon education and ideals and make them explicit.

If a program is possible without mature students running it, if you expect mature responsible actions and treat them as rewardingly, this is what you will receive.

It is possible that Hell Week in the present form will not be non-existent within a few years. The upper generation of students, however, will probably be more inclined to study than emphasis fraternities. As a result, we have to regard the initiation of their in a less raucous vein.

Athletic Facilities

Following the Akron-Wooster game on Akron spontaneously unannounced devoted column space to what he humorously called "Athletic Facilities." On February 17th, "There was a poor example of a city boy coming to parke fun of his "cousins." To be sure, Seventeen magazine is no Madison Square Garden. However, it is a well equipped and spacious fieldhouse. The plastic when Savory was built in 1921, it was considered one of the finest high school buildings in the Big State time it has its shortcomings. Nevertheless, it has usually been the best school in the state, and the reason for this is that we are used to it and we have assembly facilities in the small, useless which are equipped in an inferior. It's always better to new building it will have to remain so.

Our Akron friends fail to point out that our football, basketball, and baseball facilities are state of the art among other facilities.

Such attacks on conference schools are harmful. Let us hope that the young sportswriter has not set a precedent.

Chapel: Religious or Educational?

In June of this year at Drake University, was held the second International Conference on Religious Education. Thirty- four students met to consider the question of "The Vocation of the Christian in the Ministry." A statement which speaks to Wooster's role as a church-related college.

Let us define the Church-related colleges as those educational institutions in which the Christian religious ideals are promoted. In other words, our colleges are not necessarily Christian colleges. Being concerned with the ongoing role of the Christian college, we ask ourselves: How can an individual religious community of God be a viable institution at this time in non-diminishing strength?

For instance, we have lost 79 percent of the student body in many high-priced Develos and institutions, and many have lost 60 percent of the student body and end up with an even smaller budget, and many have lost 60 percent of the student body and end up with a smaller budget, and many have lost 60 percent of the student body and end up with a smaller budget.

Therefore, the conclusion is to be reached as the conclusion is to be reached as the conclusion is to be reached as the conclusion is to be reached. The conclusion must be that the church, whether it is the college or the local church, must be the church and must be the church and must be the church and must be the church.

Therefore, we have assumed that a college is not a church. Rather, a Christian college is in effect an expression of this work in the church in the world.

On the basis of this assumption, the report states that the Christian college and the Church have distinctive functions. It is the responsibility of the Church, the students feel, to provide a ministry on the campus. The church has OPHEL GEMIN, which is the responsibility of the institution which has been established into an educational institution. Westminster College, the report states, is a church-related institution, including its students as members of the institution Student's Institute, and is of the responsibility of the Church. The College itself provides for its own ministry, and its work and in the Church and the Church itself is a service to the Church.

Therefore, from the report, the college is not church-related. The church is a separate institution which is even not religiously in charge, in the case of religiously in charge, in the case of religiously in charge, in the case of religiously in charge, in the case of religiously in charge, in the case of religiously in charge, in the case religiously in charge.

The conclusions of the report are that we are attempting a different kind of education in the world of religious education.

Athletic Facilities

Following the Akron-Wooster game on Akron spontaneously unannounced devoted column space to what he humorously called "Athletic Facilities." On February 17th, "There was a poor example of a city boy coming to parke fun of his "cousins." To be sure, Seventeen magazine is no Madison Square Garden. However, it is a well equipped and spacious fieldhouse. The plastic when Savory was built in 1921, it was considered one of the finest high school buildings in the Big State time it has its shortcomings. Nevertheless, it has usually been the best school in the state, and the reason for this is that we are used to it and we have assembly facilities in the small, useless which are equipped in an inferior. It's always better to new building it will have to remain so.

Our Akron friends fail to point out that our football, basketball, and baseball facilities are state of the art among other facilities.

Such attacks on conference schools are harmful. Let us hope that the young sportswriter has not set a precedent.

Culinary Fried

A question more vital to Wooster men than "Why can't we read" is why some wooster coeds can't cook.

Although the average Wooster coed is a mental whose plates pretty fair on the looks side, she posess a social role and skill. The housewife is not the most graceful female admist them. And the possible ones who can be a good cook, but she can get a chance to a show, except in the normal, and the sy, is the local housewife. The result of where the place that show what they can do, in the way they do it.

Although, I have observed at least one freshman who can not bet, a senior who can not make instant coffee, a junior who can make their own sandwiches, a soph who can not find out a lunch, but junior.

More of the faculty who can cook, well it will be a help if we will-see. But the nights with exchange of ideas is for the better.

The students here... to good meals.

(Continued on Page 86)
Wooster Presents "Pleasant Play"
Stanley Schutz Sets Stage
For Servian Social Satire

by Anne Barr

Arms and the Man, George Bernard Shaw's hilarious satire on the frivolity of social standing, will be presented by Wooster Servians on the evenings of March 4, 5, and 6.

Directed by Mr. Stanley Schutz of the department of speech, the cast includes Judith Frankel, Miss Barr, Richard Dellar, Byron Shuler, Wilson Keaton, Bert Darrow, and Ruth Trump.

The setting of Shaw's "Pleasant Play" is in the Mediterranean town of Brindisi. The action begins as Captain Blimpish, a young Italian, who has fallen head over heels in love with the wife of Major Petkoff, officer in the Bulgarian army, betrays a secret to his country. Captain Blimpish, Bona Petkoff, the major's wife, promptly informs her husband of this betrayal. Major Petkoff, an old-fashioned, mild-mannered lady, and the play revolves around her reaction when Major Petkoff, having already encountered Captain Blimpish on the battlefield, returns to find that the Servian official has been residing in his house during his absence.

Opening in London April 21, 1919, Shaw's production was acclaimed an immediate success and was revived in 1926, 1936, and 1949, and this year as well. Mr. Barr, who is familiar with the play, will organize the production and direct the involved cast and crew.

The Wooster Play will be presented on March 4 and 5 at 8 p.m. and March 6 at 2 p.m. in the Little Theatre, and tickets will be on sale in the business office for $0.50.

Wooster Debaters
Attend Tourney At
William And Mary

Four members of the College debate team debated last Friday for William and Mary, and the team was defeated in a large debate tournament over the weekend.

Larry Caldwell, Steve Geckler, Harold digitally, and the team, under the guidance of Mr. Caldwell, who is the team's captain, failed to advance to the final round of the tournament. However, the team did manage to win one of its matches against Wesleyan College and secured a place in the quarterfinals of the tournament.

The Wooster team, under the guidance of Mr. Caldwell, who is the team's captain, was defeated in the final round of the tournament. However, the team did manage to win one of its matches against Wesleyan College and secured a place in the quarterfinals of the tournament.

The Wooster team, under the guidance of Mr. Caldwell, who is the team's captain, was defeated in the final round of the tournament. However, the team did manage to win one of its matches against Wesleyan College and secured a place in the quarterfinals of the tournament.

The Wooster team, under the guidance of Mr. Caldwell, who is the team's captain, was defeated in the final round of the tournament. However, the team did manage to win one of its matches against Wesleyan College and secured a place in the quarterfinals of the tournament.

The Wooster team, under the guidance of Mr. Caldwell, who is the team's captain, was defeated in the final round of the tournament. However, the team did manage to win one of its matches against Wesleyan College and secured a place in the quarterfinals of the tournament.

The Wooster team, under the guidance of Mr. Caldwell, who is the team's captain, was defeated in the final round of the tournament. However, the team did manage to win one of its matches against Wesleyan College and secured a place in the quarterfinals of the tournament.
COFFEE SHOP

10% Discount to all COLLEGE students upon presentation of their activity card.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, Rodents & Photographics Sold and Serviced

Imhoff & Long
340 East Liberty Street
Phone 2-9916

WOOSTER THEATRE

For One Week
FEBRUARY 6-13

"INN OF THE 6TH HAPPINESS"
Ingrid Bergman
Curt Jurgens

OWEN'S HAIR SHOP

NEW TOREY

Off Lower Kauke
(Continued from page Three)
Residents of noisy Kenwood Lodge, an expenses-paid Hall Week vacation at a downtown hotel last weekend.

It seems that a few couples consider the newspaper office a substitute for the stadium during winter months. More than once have the editors interrupted plans, if not the type of passion that is caught on the editorial pages. Just so, the make-up does not interfere with the Wednesday p.m. make-up.

Orchestra Review

Depicts 'City Life'

The Orchestra Review will be held in the gym at 8:00 on Feb. 13. This year's review is managed by Mary Collins and is under the sponsorship of Miss Carolyn Gibb. The review is titled "City Life" and will feature seven dances in dance of the factors, which make up urban life. The dance accompaniment includes negative poetry as a special feature in this year's show. Music and percussion instruments will also be used to accompany the dances.

WATCHES - DIAMONDS
Lahn's Jewelry
Store
221 E. Liberty St.

DORMAIERS
Women's Clothing
Shoe Repair Shop
215 East Liberty Street

"I/M is king; to your taste," says James Arness. "There are two good reasons why I know you'll like 'em. They're truly low in tar, with every exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette."

LOW TAB I/M's patented filtering process adds extra filter filter filters electronically, crosswise to the stream of smoke... makes I/M truly live in tar.

HUNGRY TASTE: I/M's rich mixture of slow-burning tobaccos brings you more exciting taste than any other cigarette.

LADIES DUNK TIPS ON CLOSE RELAY WIN AS SCOTTS PREP FOR MUSKINGUM MEET

"Hanzels Beauty Hints"

For the gals, or guys, bothered with oily hair. Diluting your shampoo with hot water. Apply dry hair. Rinse very thoroughly. Everyone like clean, shiny hair. For professional advice, call Durstines Beauty Salon Second Floor Above Bechler's - Phone 2-4896

BUFFET LUNCH AT 11:30 AM
CLOSED SATURDAYS
DINNER 5:30 TO 8:00
SUNDAY 12:00 TO 8:00

DAVE DENISON, Manager
OHIO HOTEL

DOWNS AT 11:00 AM
CLOSED SATURDAYS
FEBRUARY 1-13
"INN OF THE 6TH HAPPINESS"
Ingrid Bergman
Curt Jurgens

"I/M is king; to your taste," says James Arness. "There are two good reasons why I know you'll like 'em. They're truly low in tar, with every exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette."

LOW TAB I/M's patented filtering process adds extra filter filter filters electronically, crosswise to the stream of smoke... makes I/M truly live in tar.

HUNGRY TASTE: I/M's rich mixture of slow-burning tobaccos brings you more exciting taste than any other cigarette.

"I'M PROUD TO BE A PART OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER"
WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
Phone 2-4051 - Free Delivery

"BE PROUD YOU ARE A PART OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER"
**Mount Union's Raiders Storm Severance Court**

Tall and talented, the Purple Raiders from Mount Union College invade Wooster Saturday night hoping to duplicate their performance of last year when they routed the Scots at Alliance, 50-27.

Wayne Ashbaugh, experiencing his first season as a collegian, could be regarded as a breaking visitors to 5-3 Ohio College.

Five of Mount Union's 15 points against the Scots came from halfback Dan Weathersby's field goal mark of 17, and the other 10 points came from the All-American's three-point plays.

The Scots, however, could not match the offensive efficiency of the Scots, and this year's version of the team is a formidable one. In 1953, Mount Union had one of the most potent offenses in the country, led by such players as Bob Brown, Bob Devlin, and John Proctor.

The game is expected to be a close one, with the outcome depending on which team can overcome the other's defense. The Scots have a strong defense, but the Raiders have a potent offense, led by Ashbaugh and his quarterback, Bob Provine.

**OPENING**

Wooster's Newest Hi-Fi, Stereo Store Featuring

Umbenhauer LIVING SOUND

...a completely new concept in Dimensional High Fidelity!

**Sportscene**

by Art Humphreys

ontinuing a year with a 9-1 record and a 1 1/2 game lead over Michigan and Indiana, each of which have a 4-2 mark. The leaders, in the Ohio Conference, defeated Akron and Akron, both unbeaten in conference play, last week for their March meeting. Members of the conference are now fighting to secure the top slot are North Carolina (9-3), and Kansas State (16-1).

In the Big Ten, Michigan State has a 6-1 record and a 1 1/2 game lead over Michigan and Indiana, each of which have a 4-2 mark. The leaders, in the Ohio Conference, defeated Akron and Akron, both unbeaten in conference play, last week for their March meeting. Members of the conference are now fighting to secure the top slot are North Carolina (9-3), and Kansas State (16-1).

In the Big Ten, Michigan State has a 6-1 record and a 1 1/2 game lead over Michigan and Indiana, each of which have a 4-2 mark. The leaders, in the Ohio Conference, defeated Akron and Akron, both unbeaten in conference play, last week for their March meeting. Members of the conference are now fighting to secure the top slot are North Carolina (9-3), and Kansas State (16-1).

In the Big Ten, Michigan State has a 6-1 record and a 1 1/2 game lead over Michigan and Indiana, each of which have a 4-2 mark. The leaders, in the Ohio Conference, defeated Akron and Akron, both unbeaten in conference play, last week for their March meeting. Members of the conference are now fighting to secure the top slot are North Carolina (9-3), and Kansas State (16-1).

In the Big Ten, Michigan State has a 6-1 record and a 1 1/2 game lead over Michigan and Indiana, each of which have a 4-2 mark. The leaders, in the Ohio Conference, defeated Akron and Akron, both unbeaten in conference play, last week for their March meeting. Members of the conference are now fighting to secure the top slot are North Carolina (9-3), and Kansas State (16-1).
SPORTSWEAR SALE
SWEATERS — ROBES — SKIRTS
6 State Universities
Give College Credit
To Gifted Students
Talented freshmen will be able to receive college credit for work done in high school and enroll in advanced courses under a new plan approved by Ohio’s six state universities.
Honors students from Ohio high schools will be able to go ahead of their classmates if they pass tests prepared by the College Entrance Examination Board of New York City and graded by the Education Testing Service of Princeton, N.J. University officials will use the scores as guides for placing and accelerating students.
Ohio is following the lead of several other states in helping bright students from winning time in both high school and college. The plan encourages high schools to offer college level courses in the following areas: literature and English composition, American history, European history, French, German, Spanish, mathematics, biology, chemistry, and physics.
Schools included are Ohio State University, Bowling Green State University, Central State College, Kent State University, Miami University, and Ohio University.

MAY 12
MORE ON
Color Day
Continued from Page 3
In the past the junior and senior classes have come in for a lot of heat and the entire student body has been picketing for the past few days. It was suggested that all the men be allowed to go at once, but only the upper two classes are allowed to cast the final ball.
However, in the words of the president, the Senate recognized the necessity in a minor compromise on the whole college’s voice in the decision. Their voices were not heard completely.
The administration is ready to hold the elections for May 12. As it stands now the upper classmen will have to perform, and the entire student body will make the criticism.
Also at this meeting Dick Davis was chosen to assume Tom Scott’s vacant post on the Academic Board.
The Student Christian Association and the Wooster-Indiа­n College Committee will work together to plan a ‘Get Together’ thanks to all of the students who have cooperated with the joint fund drive.

Do You Think for Yourself?

1. If you were able to buy an automobile, would you (a) study the make and get as much information as you can, or (b) just select the color that looks best to you?

2. When confronted with a menu with lots of foreign terms, do you (a) ask what it is in English, or (b) accept the waiter’s recommendations?

3. When invited to play an unfamiliar game, do you (a) refuse to play until you understand the rules, or (b) pick up the rules as you go along?

4. When invited to a party, do you (a) accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no matter what happens, or (b) try to learn who will be there before accepting?

5. In buying a radio, would you be influenced more by (a) low price, or (b) the reputation of the manufacturer, a slightly higher price?

6. When deciding on what to see, do you usually prefer films that (a) involve you in the action, or (b) have a social message?

7. When you run into a foreign phrase in a book, do you (a) look it up in a dictionary to find the meaning, or (b) try to draw on your own background?

8. When reading the paper, do you (a) catch yourself rehashing the same old stories, or (b) speed your time and sickness against general trends?

9. In choosing a fiber, (a) are you easily swayed by local esthetics, or (b) are you the type who thinks for yourself and sticks to your decision?

If you’re the kind of person who thinks for yourself, you use judgment in your profession, at home, and everywhere. Men and women who think for themselves usually smoke Viceroy. Their reason is that this product is a high theatre in the production and advertisement. Viceroy has a选择人 — a filter and a smoking taste.

If you chose (a) out of three of the first four questions, and (b) on four of the last five — you have a high theatre in the profession you choose.

OFFICIAL PHOTO OF VICTROY SMOKING TUBE

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows —

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN’S FILTER — A SMOKING MAN’S TASTE!